Abstract
Introduction
The test response of a circuit-under-test (CUT) must be checked to see if it is fault-free. In order to reduce the volume of data that must be checked, the test response is usually compacted. There are two types of compaction: space compaction and time compaction [Saluja 83] .
Space compaction involves using combinational logic to merge n response streams into k response streams (where k < n).
Space compaction reduces the number of bits of test response that are generated each clock cycle. The compaction ratio for a space compactor is defined as n / k. An example of a space compactor is a parity-tree. Time compaction involves using sequential logic to combine the test response during one clock cycle with the test response from previous clock cycles to form a signature. An example of a time compactor is a multiple-input signature register (MISR). This paper focuses on space compaction. There are many applications where space compaction can be used to reduce test costs. Three major applications are described below:
1. Test point condensation -A very common design-fortest (DFT) technique is to insert observation points in the CUT to improve fault coverage [Hayes 74 ]. This is especially the case for non-scan or partial scan designs [Chickermane 93 ], [Rudnick 94 ], and for pseudo-random pattern testing [Eichelberger 83] . A space compactor can be used to combine (or "condense" [Fox 77 ]) the observation points to reduce the number of additional scan elements or chip pins that must be added to the design for testing.
2. Built-In Self-Test (BIST) -In BIST, the test response must be checked with on-chip hardware. Typically, MISR's are used to compact the test response into signatures which are then compared with fault-free reference signatures stored on-chip. A space compactor can be used to reduce the size of the MISR's that are required (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ). This also reduces the storage requirements for the fault-free reference signatures. This is especially helpful when checking multiple signatures.
3. Intellectual Property Core Testing -Consider the case where some user-defined logic (UDL) is driving the inputs of an intellectual property core (as illustrated in Fig. 2 ). One common DFT approach for testing embedded cores is to multiplex the core I/O's to the chip pins (this provides parallel access to the core) [Immaneni 90 ]. However, one problem that arises is how to test the UDL driving the core if the internal structure of the core is not known (i.e., it is a black block). Some means for observing the outputs of the UDL is required; a space compactor can be used to reduce the cost for this. Space compactors also support partial isolation ring [Touba 97 In [Chakrabarty 94, 96] , techniques are proposed for achieving zero-aliasing using a multiplexed parity-tree. In order for a fault to be detected with no aliasing through a parity tree, it must be sensitized to an odd number of outputs. However, some circuits contain faults that cannot be odd-sensitized. For those circuits, a procedure for adding additional fanout points or selective multiplexing is used to achieve zero-aliasing.
In [Chakrabarty 95 ], very interesting theoretical results are shown for constructing response graphs and designing optimal space compactors for a particular test set. However, if it is possible to choose a different test set for the CUT, then there are many possible minimal response graphs. The overhead for an optimal space compactor depends on the test set chosen. This degree of freedom is not utilized by the techniques in [Chakrabarty 95] .
In this paper, a new method for designing zeroaliasing space compactors for either deterministic testing or pseudo-random testing is presented. Similar to the technique in [Li 87 ], a tree of elementary gates is constructed, however, only AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates are used (no XOR gates). To compact n outputs into k outputs, n -k elementary gates are used (as illustrated in Fig. 3) . A very efficient hill-climbing search strategy is used to construct the "elementary-tree" space compactor. All faults in both the CUT and the space compactor itself are guaranteed to be detected. The advantages of a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor over previous techniques are clear: zero-aliasing is achieved with no modifications to the CUT, the area and propagation delay of an elementarytree are much less than a parity-tree, and the technique works for either deterministic or pseudo-random testing. The big question is what compaction ratio can be achieved with a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor. The experimental results presented here are very surprising.
Circuit Under Test
For many circuits, the proposed synthesis procedure constructs a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor that achieves maximum or near maximum compaction ratio for deterministic testing. The results for pseudo-random testing are also very good. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the conditions for zero-aliasing. Section 3 presents a method for synthesizing zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactors for deterministic testing. Section 4 describes how to modify the procedure in Sec. 3 for pseudo-random testing. Experimental results are shown in Sec. 5. Section 6 is a conclusion.
Zero-Aliasing Space Compaction
In order for a space compactor to have zero-aliasing for a particular fault class, all faults that are detectable at the outputs of the CUT must also be detectable at the outputs of the space compactor. For deterministic testing, the problem of constructing a zero-aliasing space compactor can be thought of as adding gates to combine the outputs of the CUT without introducing redundancy in the overall circuit (CUT + space compactor). The cascaded network, CUT followed by space compactor, should be irredundant with fewer outputs than the CUT alone. If it is irredundant, then all faults in either the CUT or space compactor can be detected at the outputs of the space compactor.
For pseudo-random testing (commonly used in BIST), the pseudo-random generator can be simulated to determine the pseudo-random test set. For zero-aliasing, any fault in the CUT that is detected at the outputs of the CUT by the pseudo-random test set should also be detected at the outputs of the space compactor. For pseudo-random testing, the problem of constructing a zero-aliasing space compactor can be thought of as adding gates to combine the outputs of the CUT without introducing redundancy with respect to (w.r.t.) the pseudo-random test set. In other words, the space compactor should not cause any fault in the CUT or in the space compactor itself to be left undetected by the pseudo-random test set. Of course, any faults in the CUT before adding the space compactor that are not detected (i.e., redundant w.r.t. the pseudo-random test set) are not considered when adding the space compactor --there is no issue of aliasing because they are not detected to start with.
Synthesizing Space Compactors For Deterministic Testing
As shown in the previous section, the conditions for a zero-aliasing space compactor can be defined in terms of redundancy for either deterministic testing or pseudorandom testing.
In this section, a procedure for constructing a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor is described for deterministic testing. The same basic procedure applies for pseudo-random testing with a few differences which will be explained in Sec. 4.
Constructing a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor involves combining the outputs of the CUT with elementary gates without introducing redundancy. There are two degrees of freedom in constructing an elementary-tree space compactor. One is choosing which pairs of outputs to combine in a particular gate, and the other is choosing which type of gate to combine them with. The number of possible elementary-tree space compactors is exponential in the number of outputs in the CUT. Thus, some heuristic strategy is needed in constructing the space compactor. A hill climbing strategy is used here where outputs continue to be combined until a point is reached where no more outputs can be combined without introducing redundancy (no backtracking is done). This simple and fast heuristic strategy yields very good results as will be shown in Sec. 5.
Overview of Procedure
The basic steps for synthesizing an elementary-tree space compactor are the following:
1. Choose a pair of outputs to combine (explained in Sec. 3.4). This hill climbing procedure keeps combining outputs until there is only one output left or until it is no longer possible to do so without introducing redundancy. At that point, the procedure stops and the gates that are added for combining the outputs form the elementarytree space compactor. Note that each time a pair of outputs are combined with a gate, the total number of outputs is reduced by one (the two original outputs are replaced by the output of the gate in which they are combined). The worst case complexity of the procedure is O(n 3 ) where n is the number of outputs in the CUT. However, if the order in which the outputs are combined and the order in which the gate types are tried is chosen intelligently, then redundancy will rarely be found in step 3 except when the number of outputs gets very small. Thus, the procedure will rapidly combine outputs until the number of outputs gets small.
The three things that need to be discussed are how to choose which pair of outputs to combine, how to choose which type of gate to combine them with, and how to efficiently check for the introduction of redundancy. These are discussed in reverse order in the next three subsections.
The issues related to checking for redundancy influence the decisions about which pair of outputs to combine and which gate type to use.
Efficiently Checking for the Introduction of Redundancy
To make the procedure practical for large circuits, an efficient means for checking for the introduction of redundancy is needed. The proposed technique for accomplishing this involves using 5-valued logic. In 5-valued logic, each logic value is in the following set {0, 1, X, D, D'}. D (D') represents the case where the fault-free value is 1 (0) and the faulty value is 0 (1). A test pattern is initially found for each fault in the CUT. Then 5-valued simulation is used to determine the 5-valued output vector for each test pattern. Each 5-valued output vector will have at least one D or D' since the fault is detected. When a pair of outputs is combined with a gate G new (as illustrated in Fig. 4 ) then the 5-valued output vector for each fault is recalculated by simply performing the logic operation that corresponds to the gate type for G new (as shown in 
ATPG must be done to find a test pattern for any potentially redundant faults in the circuit with gate G new included. If ATPG is successful in finding a test pattern, then 5-valued simulation is done for the test pattern to obtain the new 5-valued output vector for the fault (it will contain at least one D or D'). If ATPG is unsuccessful, then that means the fault is redundant and therefore the gate G new cannot be used in the space compactor because it introduces redundancy.
If none of the faults in the fault list are made redundant by adding gate G new , and the faults associated with G new itself are irredundant, then G new can be added to the zero-aliasing space compactor.
The faults associated with G new are added to the fault list for consideration in subsequent redundancy checks.
This procedure for checking for the introduction of redundancy minimizes the amount of ATPG that is performed. ATPG is only done for faults whose new 5-valued output vector doesn't contain a D or D'. As soon as any fault is found redundant, then no further ATPG is done. So the number of times that ATPG is targeting a redundant fault is limited to no more than once per redundancy check.
Choosing Gate Type for Combining Outputs
The proposed procedure for constructing the space compactor selects a pair of outputs to combine and then tries all the possible gate types for combining them. When constructing the elementary-tree space compactor, there is no concern with optimizing inverters since that can be done at the end using simple transformations.
In Fig. 6 , each row corresponds to input combinations and each column corresponds to one of the four classes of elementary gates. Each entry indicates whether or not the error(s) at the input of the gate propagate to the output of the gate.
Using the error propagation information in Fig. 6 , a quick check can be made to see how many faults will require ATPG when performing the redundancy check (i.e., how many 5-valued output vectors will not have a D or D' bit). The gate types are then tried in order of increasing ATPG requirements. Generally the gate type that requires the least ATPG during the redundancy check is the one that is most likely to not introduce redundancy.
Choosing Pair of Outputs to Combine
The decision about which pair of outputs to combine each time determines the structure of the elementary-tree space compactor. It will not necessarily be a balanced tree. There are two proposed strategies for choosing the outputs to combine depending on what objective is more important.
If the delay through the space compactor is an issue, then a strategy for minimizing the delay is to always try to combine the pair of outputs at the lowest combinational depth first. The combinational depth of each output in the CUT is initially calculated. As gates are added to construct the space compactor, the depth of each output is updated. The output pairs are chosen in increasing order of depth. By so doing, the maximum delay through the CUT plus space compactor is minimized. The delay through the space compactor limits how fast the CUT can be clocked during testing. In some applications it may be important to minimize this delay.
If maximizing the compaction ratio is the most important objective, then the strategy is to choose the pair of outputs to combine that will result in the smallest decrease in the total number of D and D' bits in the 5-valued output vectors for all the faults. Minimizing the number of D and D' bits that are lost in compaction is a heuristic that attempts to minimize the chances that subsequent merging of outputs will introduce redundancy. Intuitively, the more outputs that each fault can be detected through, the less likely combining any pair of outputs will cause the fault to become redundant. If a fault can be detected through three or more outputs, then combining any pair of outputs is guaranteed not to cause the fault to become redundant. This is because even if the fault is masked at the two outputs that are combined, it will still be detected through the third output.
Summary of Procedure
The procedure outlined in Sec. 3.1 can be used to construct a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor. The order in which the outputs are combined is chosen depending on whether minimizing delay through the compactor is the primary objective or whether maximizing the compression ratio is the primary objective. The gate type that is used to combine a particular pair of outputs is chosen based on minimizing APTG. Checking whether combining a pair of outputs through a particular gate type will introduce redundancy is done with an efficient procedure that minimizes the number of faults that need to be considered. Outputs are combined until there is only one output left or until a point is reached where no more outputs can be combined without introducing redundancy.
The resulting elementary-tree space compactor can be transformed and technology mapped. ATPG can be performed to find test vectors for every fault in both the CUT and space compactor to provide 100% fault coverage. Only the outputs of the space compactor needs to be observed during testing. 
Synthesizing Space Compactors For Pseudo-Random Testing
Space compaction is often used in pseudo-random BIST environments. The test patterns that are applied to the CUT are determined by the pseudo-random test pattern generator circuit and thus cannot be selected or altered as they can with deterministic testing. However, the same procedure that was used for synthesizing a zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactor for deterministic testing can also be used for pseudo-random testing. The only thing that changes is the procedure used for checking for the introduction of redundancy (i.e., step 3 in Sec. 3.1).
As was explained in Sec. 2, for pseudo-random testing, redundancy is defined w.r.t. the pseudo-random test set. So instead of using ATPG to check for the introduction of redundancy, fault simulation of the pseudo-random test set is used. Initially, fault simulation is done to determine which faults in the CUT are detected and to record one pattern in the test set that detects each fault. 5-valued simulation is then used to find the 5-valued output vector for each detected fault. As before, when checking for the introduction of redundancy, new 5-valued output vectors are computed for each fault based on the outputs that are being combined and the logical operation of the gate G new that is being added. If the new 5-valued output vector for a fault doesn't have any D or D' bits in it, then the fault is potentially redundant w.r.t. the pseudo-random test set. Fault simulation of the potentially redundant faults for the pseudo-random test set is performed on the circuit that results from adding the gate G new . Any fault that is not detected is redundant w.r.t. the pseudo-random test set. If all the faults are detected, then 5-valued simulation can be done for the pattern that detected each fault to find a new 5-valued output vector for the fault. As before, the faults associated with the gate G new are added to the fault list.
The procedure for pseudo-random testing is basically the same as for deterministic testing except that fault simulation replaces ATPG. The time required for fault simulation is short due to the fact that only a small set of the faults (i.e., the potentially redundant faults) are simulated each time and fault dropping can be done. The compaction ratio that can be achieved for pseudorandom testing will be the same or less than that for deterministic testing because the set of test patterns is restricted.
When the procedure completes, the resulting elementary-tree space compactor will guarantee detection of all faults that are detected at the outputs of the CUT by the pseudo-random test set. Moreover, all faults in the space compactor itself will be detected by the pseudo-random test set. Only the outputs of the space compactor need to be observed during testing.
Experimental Results
The synthesis procedures described here were used to design zero-aliasing elementary-tree space compactors for the ISCAS 85 benchmark circuits [Brglez 85 ]. Table 1 shows the results for deterministic testing. The number of primary inputs, primary outputs, and the maximum number of logic levels for each of the benchmark circuits are shown followed by the results for adding a space compactor to the circuit. For the CUT cascaded with the space compactor, the table shows the number of primary outputs, the total levels of logic, the area overhead, the space compaction ratio, and the CPU times. The CPU times are shown for achieving a space compaction ratio of 2, 5, and the final space compaction ratio. The area overhead is computed by comparing the weighted gate count (gate count multiplied by the average fanin) of the CUT alone and the CUT with the space compactor. As can be seen, the area overhead is very small since no more than one elementary gate is added per CUT output. Note also that routing of the elementary-tree is very simple since it is a fanout-free circuit. The compaction ratio is quite substantial. Three of the circuits got down to just a single output. For comparison of the overhead, the zero-aliasing single output space compactor for C880 reported in [Chakrabarty 95 ] required 19% area overhead compared with only 7.1% here. Note also that the number of logic levels added to the circuit by the space compactor is very small due to the technique of combining the outputs at the lowest logic levels first. Table 2 shows results for pseudo-random testing with 10,000 patterns. The compaction ratios were not as high as for deterministic testing as is to be expected. However, the results are still very good with all circuits getting down to 13 or fewer outputs with zero-aliasing.
As can be seen from the CPU times that are shown, the procedure runs very fast initially and then progressively slows down as the compaction ratio gets higher since there are more potentially redundant faults in each iteration. Note that it is easy to tradeoff computation time with the compaction ratio. Since it is a hill climbing procedure, it can be stopped at any time and the space compactor that has been constructed up to that point can be used. Another approach for reducing the computation time for very large circuits would be to partition the outputs of the circuit and run the procedure on each partition separately. 
Conclusions
The space compactors synthesized with the procedure presented in this paper offer a number of advantages:
• Zero-Aliasing -No loss of fault coverage in the CUT results from using the space compactor. Moreover, all the faults in the space compactor itself are fully tested.
• Minimal Overhead -An elementary-tree is a very efficient structure for combining outputs. It is fanoutfree so the routing is simple.
• High Compaction Ratio -Results indicate that very substantial compression ratios can be achieved.
• Small Propagation Delay -The technique of combining the outputs at the lowest levels first keeps the additional delay added to CUT during testing very small. As was found in [Ivanov 96], the results here also indicate the power of customizing a space compactor for a particular CUT as opposed to using a CUT independent space compactor such as a parity tree. Not only can loss of fault coverage be prevented, but area and delay overhead can be significantly improved as well. The techniques described in this paper can be automated to provide a push-button solution for designing efficient zero-aliasing space compactors.
